
Highlights: Notable Public Funding Efforts

ParityQC: Parity Constraints as a Quantum Computing Toolbox
FWF START program (Austria). Studiy novel schemes for quantum computing
based on parity variables and constraints. +info 

QSIT – Quantum Science & Technology is a program of the National Centre of 
Competence in Research (NCCR) of Switzerland wich aims is to develop
applications in the area of quantum computer science and to investigate new 
paradigms in physical basic research such as the order and states of 
material.+info

A new DARPA’s RFI on #QuantumComputing asks what new capabilities current
and next-gen quantum computers might enable for understanding complex
physical systems, improving AI & ML, and enhancing distributed sensing +info

The face of promising research: 
Skolkovo IST +info Univ. Sevilla  +info 
Jacob Biamonte Lucas Lamata

Other leading research org in EU: Basque Country 
University, with 10,5 M € grant for an open 
superconducting quantum computer. Univ Pavia 
work on An Artificial Neuron Implemented on an 
Actual Quantum Processor.

Futuristic Scenarios

An Artificial Neuron Implemented on an Actual 
Quantum Processor +info

GOAL: Improving machine learning by leveraging a hybrid 
quantum/classical computing approach to decrease the time required 
to train machine learning models. 



Use of Machine Learning
in Quantum Computing
The number of documents in this field has grown especially since
2018 and is expected to continue increasing

Number of records in Quantum Computing Machine Learning [1] 

Number of grants in Quantum Computing Machine Learning [2] 

[1] Source Linknovate: http://bit.ly/Linknovate_QCML
[2] Source Linknovate: http://bit.ly/Linknovate_GrantsQCML

GOOGLE’S QUANTUM PROCESSOR
The Bristlecone’s gate-based superconducting
system provides a testbed for research into
system error rates and scalability of Google’s
qubit technology, as well as applications in 
quantum simulation, optimization, and machine 
learning. +info

Highlighted companies: IBM worked with Raytheon BBN in 2017 to perform certain 
black box machine learning tasks more efficiently; There are also the solutions of 
Rigetti, D-Wave (Quadrant.ai) and Alibaba. In the context of chemistry, firms such as 
Volkswagen, Daimler and Google stand out.

Most active organisations in Quantum Computing Machine Learning [1] 

Social graph (grants): ETH Zurich in the center of 3 biggest networks [2] 



Highlight: Key Past and Actual Public Funding Efforts

A challenge DARPA addressed in 2018 requesting information from experts to help 
gauge the promises and limitations of quantum computing in the years ahead. 
Subsequent calls are expected to be announce in the months to come.  +info

NSF Grants
- The U. Utah aims to establish a materials platform through Majorana fermions 

towards the development of practical topological quantum computing in order to 
avoid decoherence +info

- Univ of Southern California (USC) is investigating ways to overcome 
decoherence so that fewer physical resources are needed in order to implement 
error-correcting protocols. This would allow significant quantum computations to 
be done on smaller devices.+ info 

EC Grants
- In this sense, the Autonomous Univ. of Madrid (UAM) is exploring a topological 

superconductor of Majorana fermion quasiparticles, which promises to open new 
avenues towards decoherence-robust topological quantum computing.+ info 

- The Univ. of Oxford is investigating the use of symmetry to prevent single-photon 
decay while allowing two-photon and four-photon decay events. This mechanism 
will provide a rich physics to explore more complex quantum phenomena like 
entanglement stabilization and the generation of decoherence-free subspaces. 
+info

The face of promising research: Ronald de Wolf, Sr Researcher at 
Centrum Wiskunde & Informatica and a Prof. at the Institute for 
Logic, Language and Computation of the Uni. of Amsterdam. +info
David Deutsch, visiting prof. in the Centre for Quantum 
Computation in the Clarendon Laboratory of the University of 
Oxford. +info

CHALLENGE: Decoherence, caused by vibrations, temperature 
fluctuations, electromagnetic waves and other interactions, 
ultimately destroys the exotic quantum properties of the computer. 
No existing hardware platform can maintain coherence and 
provide the robust error correction required for large-scale 
computation. A breakthrough is probably several years away. + 
info

Futuristic Scenarios

Q-CTRL was founded in 2017 by Michael Biercuk, a professor of Quantum 
Physics & Quantum Techn at the Univ. of Sydney and a chief investigator in the 
Australian Research Council CoE for Engineered Quantum Systems, and PhD 
in physics from Harvard. Q-CTRL raised $15M to work on providing a set of 
tools 
that runs on quantum machines, visualises noise
and decoherence and then  deploys controls 
to “defeat” those errors . +info

Source pic: 
Techcrunch



Extending the limits of 
Quantum Computing: 
Decoherence
Given the current pervasiveness of decoherence and other errors, 
contemporary quantum computers are unlikely to return correct answers 
for programs of even modest execution time.

Number of records in Quantum Computing Decoherence [1] 

Public Funding awarded to in Quantum Computing Decoherence since 2010 [1]

[1] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/decoherence

Top active organizations in Quantum Computing Decoherence [1]

To advance development of quantum processors and achieve quantum supremacy, 
companies like Microsoft, Google, or IBM are active organizations researching how 
to maintain coherence or develop algorithms that take into account decoherence.



Highlights: 

Towards Correct Quantum Programs
In this work, the researchers implement a  range of QC algorithms and programs
in order to discover what types of bugs occur and what defenses against those
bugs are possible in QC  programs. +info

Hybrid qubits solve key hurdle to quantum computing
An international group of researchers led by the RIKEN Center for Emergent
Matter Science have crafted a new architecture for quantum computing by
constructing a hybrid device made from two different types of qubit +info

The face of promising research: 
Hans J Briegel, prof. of Theoretical Physics, Univ. 
of Innsbruck + info
Ryan Babbush, senior scientist at Google + info 
and Alan Aspuru-Guzik, prof. of Chemistry 
&Computer Science, Univ. of Toronto  + info.

Other institutions include the early 
groundbreaking work of JI Cirac in 
Max Planck and Peter Zoller in Univ
Innsbruck & IQOQI Austrian 
Academy of Sciences

Recent news:

Rigetti launched 1M$ prize in the past years.
The quantum computing startup that is challenging the 
likes of IBM, Microsoft and Google in this nascent 
space, announced the launch of its new hybrid 
quantum computing platform, which is now in private 
testing, Rigetti also announced a $1M prize for the first 
team that manages to show quantum advantage on this 
hybrid platform. . +info

GOAL: Identify how quantum computing-inspired algorithms could be 
applied to classical computers to handle quantum data.



Interface 
Quantum/Classical
Computing

Number of records in Hybrid Quantum Classical Computing [1] 

Number of records in Quantum Programming Language [2] 

[1]Source Linknovate: http://bit.ly/Linknovate_HQCC
[2] Source Linknovate: http://bit.ly/Linknovate_QPL
[3] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/programminglanguage

Quintessence Labs, WEF Tech Pioneer 2018
The company was selected for their significant
contributions in the field of data protection, 
helping companies get ready for quantum 
computing. +info

Most active organisations in Hybrid Quantum Classical Computing [1] 

Most active organisations in Quantum Programming Language [3] 



Highlights: Public Funding is on fire

One of EU H2020 flagships: HUMAN BRAIN is related +info
FET call (PROACT-02) launched in 2018 by EC to support this community

DARPA SyNAPSE Project in 2013-15, an attempt to build a new kind of computer 
with similar form and function to the mammalian brain. Such artificial brains would 
be used to build robots whose intelligence matches that of mice and cats. +info
Effort is continued by AFRL world’s largest neuromorphic digital synaptic 
supercomputer, using IBM’s TrueNorth tech in 2018 +info

New DARPA solicitation for Microscale Biomimetic Robust AI Networks (Micro-
BRAIN) project in 2019 +info

Evolution of very small flying insects to improve AI: 
• Reduced training times
• Improved computational efficiency
• Low power consumption

The face of promising research: U Machester 
(UK) SpiNNaker project +info
Alexander Serb, Steve Furber

vv Other leading research org in EU: ETH Zurich (HC), 
CEA (FR)

Important participation of industry: Intel, Brainchip, IBM 
(TrueNorth) ,Qualcomm, Samsung, HP, SK Hynix

Research out of EU: U Michigan, Stanford U, U 
Pittsburgh, MIT (Brain-on-chip) hardware 

Futuristic Scenarios

Cybernetic fuse with AIs
Acquisition of “super powers”: mimics of the animal 
kingdom (low power, reduced learning), and seamless 
integration with machines (ubiquitous communication, 
“telepathy”, AR, “back up of memories”, and other 
perceived super powers).

GOAL: Converting ultra-high performance, low-power neuro-inspired 
systems into a reality. When energy is more important than complexity.



Neuromorphic Computing
& Biomimetic AI
Hardware seems to be the subcategory inside Neuromorphic 
Computing poised for disruption and with higher impact. It’s 
experiencing a bigger growth than the field in general. 

Number of records in Neuromorphic Computing [1] 

Number of records in Neuromorphic Computing Hardware [2] 

[1] Source Linknovate: http://bit.ly/linknovate_neurom
[2] Source Linknovate: http://bit.ly/neurom_hardware
[3] Source Linknovate: http://bit.ly/neurom_grants

DARPA Biomimetic 
AI DARPA Thinks Insect Brains Might Hold the 
Secret to Next-Gen AI +info

Intel, South Korean SK Hynix, IBM, Brainchip (US-AU based exclusively 
dedicated company to neuromorphic computing) and other companies seem to 
lead the activitiy in the field. In public funding IBM and U Zürich,  U Manchester 
(highlighted in front page), French CEA, and Italian CNR have attracted the 
most grants.

<<NC could give unmanned aircraft or robotic ground systems a more refined 
perception of the environment (…) Heavy batteries to power mobile devices, 
sensors, radios and other electronic equipment. Air vehicles also have very 
limited power budgets due to the impact of weight. >>

Gill Pratt, DARPA program manager

Most active organisations in Neuromorphic Computing [1] 

Most active organisations in Neuromorphic Computing in terms of EU public funding [3] 



Highlights: A costly neeed unsolved for decades

Harvard Business Review found that less than half of structured data is used 
in decision making, and less than 1% of unstructured data is used in any 
way, in IoT. Behind this underutilization of IoT data is a lack of 
interoperability between systems.

In USA is estimated well over $26B of taxpayers’ money has been spent 
since 2009 inducing hospitals and physicians to install electronic health 
records (EHRs), many champions of the effort are dismayed that the EHRs 
are not interoperable.

In 2017, EC sky-rocketed public funding to around 150M€ to directly or
indirectly tackle interoperability in IoT. In 2019 this number can be surpassed
with over 84M€ YTD.

The need for a solution for the siloed datasets that have built up at many
facilities. 
Self-evolving intelligent algorithms are part of the new wave to aim one step 
beyond.

The face of promising research: Damminda
Alahakoon, Professor in Business Analytics
at La Trobe University +info

There are already examples of big public 
efforts, such as Big IoT EU project 
coordinated by Siemens, with all roles of 
an IoT ecosystem. +info

Futuristic Scenarios

Self-evolving intelligent algorithms for facilitating data interoperability 
in IoT environments. +info

A big problem with no convincing technological solution found to 
date. Interoperability is a big issue in most software and process 
integrations… it is poised to be an even bigger problem with the 
advent of IoT.



New approaches to
data interoperability
in IoT

Number of records in Interoperability in IOT (Grants) [1] 

Public Funding evolution in Interoperability in IOT (Grants) [1] 

[1]Source Linknovate: http://bit.ly/Interoperability_grants
[2] Source Linknovate: http://bit.ly/Interoperability_IoT

A Hypercat-enabled Semantic IoT Data Hub
An ontology that captures the semantics of the
imported data and present the BT SPARQL 
Endpoint by means of a mapping between
SPARQL and SQL queries . +info

It is surprising to see USA below in terms of academic activity of most EU countries. 
This changes when the industry (specialized news and patents are included in the 
mix), but not for (primarily) forward-thinking references.

Most active organisations in Interoperability in IoT [2] 

Top 10 Country breakdown [2] 

Apart from manufacturers of so-called low-cost, interoperable IoT networks, the more 
“future-oriented” work by the French CEA and Siemens AG, mainly via EU projects is 
meritorious.
+info



Public Funding taking off

DARPA has been considering this an important line of work. Latest update, 
Jan 2019. +info 

EC has been funded related research for assurance of UAS and safe autonomous
systems as early as 2011, with the key participation of AIRBUS in ENABLE S3 
(64M€ in 2016), EC-SAFEMOBIL (6M€, 2011) and more recently in SAS - Safe
Autonomous Systems (4M€, 2018), a big consortium with CNRS, Fraunhofer, 
Stichting, Jaguar, Bosch and Lloyd’s Register. +info

The Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) in UK has a 
grant programme focused on deliver the step changes in Robotics and 
Autonomous Systems (RAS) capability that are necessary to overcome crucial 
challenges facing the nuclear industry in the coming decades +info and also a 
grant to deliver a step change in the understanding and predictability of next 
generation cooling systems +info

The face of promising research: Rogério de 
Lemos, School of Computing, Univ. of Kent + 
info; Ladan Tahvildari, professor Univ. Waterloo 
+ info, and Sandeep Neema, program manager 
at DARPA + info.

Other leading research org in EU: 

Daniel Schneider in Fraunhofer IESE and active 
teams (EU projects) in Fraunhofer ESK and IGD

GOAL: The goal of the Assured Autonomy field is to create 
technology for continual assurance of Learning-Enabled, Cyber 
Physical Systems and Autonomous Systems in general.

Futuristic Scenarios

Developments in self-adaptive assurance for autonomous 
systems are setting the foundations for future UAS and 
swarm robotics . +info



Adaptive Assurance of
autonomous systems
The number of documents in this field has grown, especially
recently. 
Also the number of grants awarded year-to-date.

Number of records in Adaptive Assurance of Autonomous Systems [1] 

Number of grants in Adaptive Assurance of Autonomous Systems [2] 

[1]Source Linknovate: http://bit.ly/LNK_AdaptiveAssurance
[2] Source Linknovate: http://bit.ly/AdaptiveAssurance_grants

Even though the niche topic of defense-grade readiness of assurance in autonomous 
systems is a new emerging concept, public funding has been channeled to the 
foundations of the topic in related categories such as:
• Safe Autonomous Systems Operations in aerospace: adaptive trajectory-based 

operations, autonomous tugs, close parallel runways, dynamic separation assurance
• Contextual Anomaly Management Interface (CAMI) for Autonomous Systems
• Bias and Trust in AI systems (trust-onomy)
• Human/Autonomous-system interaction and collaboration
• Testing robustness in UAS.

Most active organisations in Adaptive Assurance of Autonomous Systems [1] 

Active key-players in terms of public funding (grants): [2] 



Public funding: 

Funding has been directed to photoacoustics imaging, and more recently super-
resolution imaging. Laser photoacoustics for (audible) communication is a new 
field with no detected funding, at least in FET-like programs.

The face of promising research:
Ryan Sullenberger and Charles Wynn, from
MIT Lincoln Lab + info.

Futuristic Scenarios

Creating a laser to transmit audible messages like 
whispering across a noisy room. +info

GOAL: Researchers have demonstrated that a laser can transmit 
an audible message to a person without any type of receiver 
equipment. The ability to send highly targeted audio signals over 
the air could be used to communicate across noisy rooms or warn 
individuals of a dangerous situation such as an active shooter.



Photoacoustics
in Communication
General field has been long-time standing, with high industrial 
activity from gas measurement (Masstech Inc, Aerodyne), to 
medical imaging (Fujifilm, Samsung and Prexion Corp) to biomed
devices.

Evolution of public funding in Laser Photoacoustics [1] 

[1]  Source Linknovate: http://bit.ly/laser_photoacustics

Keyword analysis in laser photoacoustics, shows imaging, photoacoustic
spectroscopy and gas id and gas monitoring as some of the most frequent/biggest
related applications/fields.

Most active organisations in Laser Photoacustics



Public Funding 

Dial-a-Molecule network (established in 2010 as one of EPSRC’s “Physical
Science Grand Challenges”).Funding on molecular robotics. +info 

Organic synthesis in a modular robotic system driven by a chemical programming
language lead by Univ Glasgow, it is a new emerging field in a neighbouring field
to 3D printing molecules and reactionware, and molecular robots.+info

The face of promising research: 
Lee Cronin, professor of Chemistry at Univ. 
of Glasgow, and Mimi Hii, professor of 
Chemistry at Imperial College London and 
co-leader of the Dial-a-Molecule Network

Other leading research: 

BAE Systems (look for a sentence to say, 
very brief) and Imperial College in 
LondonAll collaborators of “central node” 
Univ Glasgow’s Cronin Lab. 

Futuristic Scenarios

A radical new machine, Chemputer, could enable 
advanced chemical processes to grow aircraft and 
some of their complex electronic systems, conceivably 
from a molecular level upwards, according to BAE 
Systems research. Promises app-controlled revolution 
for drug production. +info

It is machines (microreactors, actually) for making specific drugs that 
are printed, not the drugs themselves.



Chemputing and 3D 
Printing reactionware
3d printing reactionware or 3d printing in chemical synthesis are 
niche topics, but broader than chemputing which is clearly led by an
academic institution and a nascent topic.

3D PRINTING REACTIONWARE AND 
MOLECULES
“All it requires is a $2,000 3D printer and a drug
specification (the manufacturing processes
required to produce it)”.

Public funding shows UK (legend showed as “national”) is ahead and leading the 

topic also in this broader sense (not limited to Chemputing specifically.

Most active organisations in 3D Printing Reactionware

Evolution of Public Funding



Highlights: Public Policy in the spotlight

Back in 2016, the White House released the Preparing for the Future of Artificial 
Intelligence report that explored the state of AI, its existing and potential applications, 
and the questions that progress in AI raise for society and public policy. +info

In April of 2019, the High-Level Expert Group on AI from the EC presented Ethics 
Guidelines for Trustworthy Artificial Intelligence, a set of 7 key requirements that AI 
systems should meet in order to be deemed trustworthy. +info

The EC has funded several projects that explore the responsible development of AI:
- HUMANE AI will develop the scientific foundations and technological 

breakthroughs needed to shape the ongoing AI revolution in a way that 
enhancen human capabilities and empowers both individuals and society as a 
whole. +info

- SHERPA Project will investigate, analyse and synthesise our understanding of 
the ways in which smart information systems impact ethics and human rights 
issues. +info

- AI4EU project will establish a Ethical Observatory will to ensure the respect of 
human centred AI values and European regulations. +info

The face of promising research: Virginia Dignum, 
prof. of social and ethical AI at Uni. of Umea. +info
Yoshua Bengio, scientific director of the Montreal 
Institute for Learning Algorithms (MILA). +info

Trustworthy AI should be lawful, respecting all applicable 
laws and regulations, ethical, respecting ethical principles 
and values, and robust, both from a technical perspective 
while taking into account its social environment.

Other promising research: 
ORBIT observatory is hosted by De Montfort 
Univ. and Oxford Univ., and will provide 
information and services to the ICT research 
and development communities to support 
them in undertaking their work responsibly. 
It will be a community resource allowing the 
exchange of information, networking and 
reflection on ICT research. +info

Futuristic Scenarios

Microsoft Cororation completed a US$1B equity 
investment in OpenAI LP to build secure, trustworthy, and 
ethical artificial intelligence (AI) to serve the public.

Through this partnership the companies will focus on 
building a platform that OpenAI will use to create new AI 
technologies and deliver on the promise of artificial 
general intelligence. +info

Source: 
EC



Ethically 
trustworthy AI

Activity in the topic has skyrocketed since 2018.

Number of records in Trustworthy Artificial Intelligence [1] 

Public Funding awarded to in Trustworthy Artificial Intelligence since 2010 [1]

[1] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/trustworthyartificial

Most active countries in Trustworthy Artificial Intelligence [1]

Top active organizations in Trustworthy Artificial Intelligence [1]



Highlights: An enabler of privacy enhancing technologies

- Comparing private databases, without revealing the underlying raw data.
- Submitting private or encrypted queries.
- Ensuring cloud privacy while data is in use.
- Preventing data breaches, protecting data currently being used in a computer’s 

memory space.

Public Funding
The consortium of SDN-microSENSE has received €10M from the EC to provide a set of 
secure, privacy-enabled and resilient to cyberattacks tools, thus ensuring the normal 
operation of EPES as well as the integrity and confidentiality of communications. Also 
funded by the EC, CLOUDMAP Project aims to make advanced cryptographic tasks 
(cloud computing via homomorphic encryption) usable in practice, so that citizens do not 
have to compromise on the privacy and security of their input data. 

In the USA, the NSF has recently granted $500K to the Univ. of Pittsburgh to develop a 
secure, privacy-preserving, confidential and tamper-proofing environment for users to 
acquire services from the cloud. + info 
Univ. of California at San Diego (UCSD) has received a similar grant to investigate a 
general framework for the modular design of complex cryptographic primitives based on 
lattices, including fully homomorphic encryption (FHE). + info

The face of promising research: Malika Izabachène, 
Cryptography Expert at CEA - Saclay + info 
Yuriy Polyakov, Prof. at the NJIT Dept of Computer Sc
& Cybersecurity Research Center .+ info 
Kim Laine, Cryptography Group at MSR Redmond. + 
info

Data in use is the hardest to secure. Recent advances in 
cryptography make it possible to keep data encrypted while it's in 
use. 
Homomorphic encryption technology lets enterprises operate on 
sensitive, encrypted data (such as personal data) without 
decrypting it. 

Other promising research: 
The Vernam Lab, at the Worcester 
Polytechnic Institute has received several 
grants from the NSF. + info Established in 
2016, Microsoft’s Cryptography and Privacy 
Research is working towards the 
standardization of homomorphic 
encryption.  + info

Futuristic Scenarios

'Holy Grail' of Encryption Could Be a Game-Changer for AI.
In the world of ML, large-scale computation tasks are 
frequently offloaded to remote computing resources in the 
cloud. This is a concern for privacy-bound industries such 
as finance and healthcare. Then there is the concept of 
pooling data from different sources for training AI systems, 
without actually sharing the data (each party retains their 
data privacy, while the system learns from it anyway). All of 
that could be possible with Homomorphic Computing. +info



Homomorphic 
Computing
A relevant topicin the EU funding panorama since 2015: 
notable financing grows in recent years

Number of records in Homomorphic Computing [1] 

Public Funding awarded to Homomorphic Computing since 2010 [1]

[1] Source Linknovate: http://bit.ly/homomorphiccomp

Most active countries in Homomorphic Computing [1]

Top active organizations in Homomorphic Computing [1]

Although active organizations in the topic belong mostly to Academia (75%), top 

entities are tech big corporations like IBM, Microsoft, SAP or Google (13th position in 

the ranking). Both IBM and Microsoft have numerous patent applications in 

Homomorphic Computing, respectively focusing on binary values and rational 

number arithmetic.

Relevant Startups in Homomorphic Computing

Enveil is a data security company that protects data in use and has achieved Standard 

Technology Partner status in the Amazon Web Services (AWS) Partner Network in 2018. 

Investors include Data Tribe, In-Q-Tel, USAA, Thompson Reuters, and Bloomberg Beta. 

Fortanix allows users to run applications privately in public

clouds. The company offers runtime encryption which enables

applications to process and  work with encrypted data. 

Equinix, IBM Cloud, and Alibaba Cloud use Fortanix’s security

software, which runs on Intel’s SGX hardware. Investors

include Intel Capital, Neotribe Ventures, and Foundation Capital. 



Highlighted: Relevant Grants pave the way for a different long-term R&D

The Georgia Institute of Technology has received a grant from the NSF to carry out the 
Privacy Project, which is developing algorithms, systems and tools that provide end-to-
end privacy guarantees over the life cycle of a data analytic job. The ultimate goal is to 
develop a methodical framework and a suite of techniques for ensuring distributed 
computations to meet the desired privacy requirements of input data, as well as 
protecting against disclosure of sensitive patterns during execution and in the final output 
of the computation. +info

As for the EC, it has funded several projects on the topic, specially focused on complying 
with GDPR regulations (privacy-preserving). Some relevant projects:

- PAPAYA will develop a platform for privacy preserving data analytics that will 
consider compliance with the GDPR as a key enabler to minimize the privacy risks 
while increasing trust in third-party data processors. +info

- The SODA project will enable practical privacy-preserving analytics of information 
from multiple data assets using multi-party computation techniques. For this data 
does not need to be shared, only made available for encrypted processing. +info

- PROMETHEUS project enables users privacy in the post-quantum world by providing 
a toolbox of quantum-secure cryptographic techniques adapted to modern services. It 
will provide new building blocks in relation with international competitions and 
standardisation processes. +info

The face of promising research: Bhavani 
Thuraisingham, Director of the Cyber Security 
Research and Education Institute at the 
University of Texas at Dallas +info
Shouling Ji, Zhejiang University & Gatech, and 
Weiqing Li and Raheem Beyah also in Gatech
+info

Anonymized data offers privacy, reduces the risk of data 
breaches, and lets enterprises ethically derive insights and 
profit from personal data. Anonymous analytics offers the 
advantages of analytics over data usage without the drawback 
(privacy loss, security, and others). Approaches are expected 
to go beyond k-anonymity and privacy by design current lines.

Futuristic Scenarios

Rising concerns around data privacy 
can drive a welcome revolution in 
today’s data economy. 
Privacy-enhancing technologies and 
trust-first business models promise to
unleash the next wave of tech 
Innovation, according to the WEF. 
+info

Source: Termly

Other promising research: 
Josep Domingo-Ferrer, Professor, 
Univ. Rovira i Virgili (Spain), UNESCO 
Chair in Data Privacy, and Jordi Soria-
Comas in the same group. In TUM 
(germany) the group of Fabian Prasser
and Florian Kohlmayer +info



Anonymous 
Analytics
Anonymous Analytics is gaining momentum in recent times, 
both in terms of total field activity and public funding, 
primarily in Europe. 

Number of records in Anonymous Analytics [1] 

Public Funding awarded to in Anonymous Analytics since 2010 [1]

[1] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/AnonymousAnalytics

Top active organizations in Anonymous Analytics [1]

Although 63% of the organizations active in this topic belong to Academia (are 
Universities and Research Centers), top 10 organizations are mainly telecom 
corporations that are looking into making the most of their users’ data while 
complying with maintaining users’ anonymity. 

Most active countries in Anonymous Analytics [1]



Highlights: Public Funding in High-risk High-reward national programs in the EU

Danish CoE Center for Quantum Devices studies how to create, control, measure, 
and protect quantum coherence and entanglement in solid-state electronic devices. 
+info

The Univ. of York has received £24M from the EPSRC to set up the Quantum 
Communications Hub with the aim to pursue quantum communications at all 
distance scales, to offer a range of applications and services and the potential for 
integration with existing infrastructure. +info

Regarding the EC, it has funded CiViQ project (€9.9M) to open a radically novel 
avenue towards flexible and cost-effective integration of quantum communication 
technologies, and in particular Continuous-Variable Quantum Key Distribution 
(QKD), into emerging optical telecommunication networks. It involves an 
interdisciplinary community of 21 partners from major telecoms, integrators and 
developers of QKD. +info

As for the NSF, it has recently awarded Uni of Arizona ($500K) to enable high 
spectral efficiency quantum communications so that communication rates can be 
substantially improved. +info

And also, two sister RAISE grants: RAISE-EQuIP to develop chip-integrated devices 
and sub-systems for preparation and detection of photonic signals in advantageous 
quantum states; and RAISE-TAQS to demonstrate a receiver able to detect and 
transduce the photons into an electrical signal,  and harnesses this capability to 
perform measurements for future quantum computing and quantum communications 
systems.

The face of promising research: 
Charles Marcus, prof. at Uni. of Copenhaguen
and Principal Researcher at Microsoft. +info
Vicente Martín Ayuso, prof. quantum computing 
at Polytechnic Uni. of Madrid. +info

Quantum communication takes advantage of the laws of 
quantum physics to protect data. From a cybersecurity 
perspective, if a hacker tries to observe qubits in transit, their 
fragile quantum state collapses to either 0 or 1, leaving behind 
a trace of the breach.

Other promising research:
National labs in USA:
ORNL with $8M project to oversee the 
"Fundamental Algorithmic Research for 
Quantum Computing”
Sandia National Laboratories, with FAR QC 
Project and Lawrence Berkeley National Lab 
AIDE QC project 
All advancing basic aspects of quantum 
communicat
+info

Futuristic Scenarios

In total, DOE's Office of Science made available more than $60 
million to 10 universities, nine national laboratories, and one non-
profit via its Advanced Scientific Computing Research program. 
ORNL project awarded $11M to 
generalize and leverages 
considerable expertise at 
The University of Arizona, 
Perspecta Labs, and ORNL 
from previous coexistence 
experiments for quantum key 
distribution applications
+info

Source: ORNL, Eurekalert AAAS



Quantum Communications 
/ Quantum Internet
The best known example of quantum cryptography is quantum key 
distribution (QKD), which offers an information-theoretically secure 
solution to the key exchange problem.

Number of records in Quantum Communications [1] 

Number of records in Quantum Key Distribution [2]

[1] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/QuantumCommunications
[2] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/keydistribution

Top active organizations in Quantum Communications [1]

Toshiba is the leading Corporation in Quantum Communications. It is collaborating 
with numerous universities in quantum optics and quantum photonics, and in QKD 
protocols.

Most active countries in Quantum Communications [1]



Highlighted Grants

Under FET programs, the EC has recentyly funded a couple of relevant projects:
• PASQuanS (€9.26M) will demonstrate a quantum advantage for non-trivial 

problems, paving the way towards practical and industrial applications. It will 
result in modular building blocks for a future generation of quantum simulators. 
+info

• PhoQuS (€3M) will develop  photon-photon interaction for quantum simulations. It 
will implement quantum simulations and simulate systems of very different 
nature, ranging from astrophysics to condensed matter. +info

In the UK, the Uni. of Cambridge and Newcastle Uni. have received funding from 
GTR to study and the control of out-of-equilibrium properties of quantum many-body 
systems which are driven across phase transitions. +info

And the NSF has granted the EAGER project to Boston Uni. to develop novel 
simulation techniques to help benchmark quantum machines. The simulations will 
run on ordinary computers, but will make use of cloud computing services to scale 
up the system sizes as far as possible. +info

The face of promising research: Alán Aspuru-
Guzik. prof. of chemistry and computer science 
at the University of Toronto.  +info
Winfried Hensinger, prof. of Quantum 
Technologies at Uni. of Sussex.  +info

Quantum simulators have been realized on a number of 
experimental platforms, including systems of ultracold 
quantum gases, trapped ions, photonic systems and 
superconducting circuits.

Other promising research: 
Quantum Internet will provide radically new 
internet applications by enabling quantum 
communication between any two points on 
Earth. The EC has funded the Quantum 
Internet Alliance (QIA) for a pan-European 
Quantum Internet by ground-breaking 
technological advances, culminating in the 
first experimental demonstration of a fully 
integrated network stack running on a multi-
node quantum network. +info

Futuristic Scenarios

Physicists from the Hong Kong University of Science and 
Technology (HKUST) and Peking University (PKU) have 
successfully created the world's first 3D simulation of topological 
matter consisting of ultracold atoms. Previous attempts at 
topological matter simulations 
were limited to lower dimensions. 
This breakthrough paves an 
opening to further examining new 
topological matter that cannot be 
well realized in solids. 
Such never-before-done engineering 
artificial material with ultracold
atoms may allow physicist to 
model  unusual phases of matter.
+info

Source: HKUST



Quantum 
Simulation
An active topic in terms of public funding, specially in Europe, and 
USA.

Number of records in Quantum Simulations [1]

Public funding awarded to Quantum Simulations (since 2010) [1]

[1] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/quantumsimulation

Top active organizations in Quantum Simulations [1]

Most active countries in Quantum Simulations [1]

The University of Innsbruck has extensive research in the area, with more than 45 
scientific-related papers published since 2010. They have also been awarded with 
10 grants, all from the European Commission, and mostly researching the role of 
Rydberg ions in quantum simulation.



Highlights: Related to 4D printing, with 2019 substantial developments

Research is exploring the potential of modular reconfigurable robotics and the 
complex software necessary to control the “shape-changing” robots. Locally 
Distributed Predicates or LDP is a distributed, high-level language for programming 
modular reconfigurable robot systems (MRRs).

Although it is a topic with little funding so far, the NSF is the agency with most 
funded projects. Most recently, it has awarded $2.16M to a consortium of three 
universities to design an anthropomorphic robotic ankle prosthesis with 
programmable materials that adapt to different environmental conditions commonly 
found in daily life. +info

As for the EC, it has granted €2.35M to the National Uni. of Ireland to build a new 
generation of matter-based computers using DNA, RNA and proteins via Active-DNA 
Project. +info

Since predictive and control tools remain the major obstacle to designing and 
constructing actual shape shifters with unique and adaptable properties, it has also 
funded MOrPhEM Project to devise novel theories and algorithms, implemented in 
open-source software which will enable to effectively control shape-shifting systems. 
+info

The face of promising research:
Seth Copen Goldstein, Computer Science prof. at 
Carnegie Mellon University. +info
Paul Spirakis, Prof. of Computer Science at the 
University of Liverpool. +info

An abstract, future concept that combines nanoscale robotics and 
computer science to create individual nanometer-scale computers 
called claytronic atoms, or catoms, which can interact with each 
other to form tangible 3D objects that a user can interact with. This 
idea is more broadly referred to as Programmable Matter.

Futuristic Scenarios

At the University of Texas at Arlington has received an award to design and develop 
bioinspired 3D materials with programmed shapes and motions. CAREER research 
(NSF grant, Feb 2019) thus has potential for fabricating bioinspired 3D materials that 
can change their 3D shapes in response to external signals, such as temperature, 
electric field, and light. +info

Source: Nature, UT Arlington



Programmable 
Matter & 
Claytronics
Timelines show big growth in 2018. Public funding almost non-existent 
before. 

Number of records in Programmable Matter & Claytronics [1]

Public funding awarded to Programmable Matter & Claytronics (since 2010) [1]

[1] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/zeropower

Top active organizations in Programmable Matter & Claytronics [1]

Most active countries in Programmable Matter & Claytronics [1]

Most organizations active in Programmable Matter & Claytronics belong to the 
Academia and are USA Universities.



Highlights

The Uni. of Leeds has received €6.60M for a Terabit Bidirectional Multi-user Optical 
Wireless System (TOWS) for 6G LiFi. It will provide a technically logical pathway to 
ensure that wireless systems are future-proof and that they can deliver the 
capacities that future data intensive services will demand. +info

The NSF has granted $0.9M to Carnegie Mellon Uni. to develop a first-of-its-kind 
mmWave multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) capable network testbed comprising 
base stations and mobile user modules spanning indoor and outdoor spaces. +info

For its part, the EC has granted several projects on the topic, standing out:
• WAVECOMBE Project (2.88M€) is a research approach that combines the three 

disruptive key enabling technologies for 5G/B5G with the aim to answer 
fundamental questions that are still not well understood. +info

The face of promising research: 
Mischa Dohler, Prof. in Wireless Communications 
at King’s College London. +info
Jaafar Elmirghani, Prof. of Communication 
Networks and Systems at the Uni. of Leeds. +info

5G will likely be the last G in the form as we know it, since 
telecoms (and, specifically, the 3GPP) architecture is being 
atomized. 

Futuristic Scenarios

With ambitions to accelerate the joint development between the EU and the US on 
EMPOWER Project (2M€) advanced wireless platforms targeting the new connectivity 
frontiers beyond 5G. It will provide instruments for inducing collaboration between 
ongoing and forthcoming 5G and beyond initiatives targeting at wireless networks 
experimentation on both ends of the Atlantic. +info

Source: Project Empower (H2020) under GA No 824994



Beyond 5G 
(B5G) 
Beyond 5G activity has skyrocketed in 2019, mostly due to the 
appearance of the topic in the (digital) media.

Number of records in Beyond 5G [1]

Public funding awarded to Beyond 5G (since 2010) [1]

[1] Source Linknovate: http://tiny.cc/zeropower

Top active organizations in Beyond 5G [1]

Most active countries in Beyond 5G [1]

Telecoms and universities are collaborating together for the advancement of this 
technology.


